This paper describes an annotation guideline for a temporal relation tagged corpus. Our goal is to construct a machine learnable model that automatically analyzes temporal events and relations between events. Since analyzing all combinations of events is inefficient, we examine use of dependency structure analysis to efficiently recognize meaningful temporal relations. We survey a small tagged data set to investigate the coverage of our method. Although the coverage of our methods is about 49%, we find that the dependency structure appears useful for reducing manual efforts in constructing a tagged corpus with temporal relations.
Introduction
Extracting the temporal information in documents is a useful technique for many NLP applications such as question-answering, text summarization, and machine translation and so on. The temporal information includes three parts: 1. temporal expressions, which describe time or period in the real world; 2. events, which are situations that occur briefly or that last for a period of time; 3. temporal relations, which describe the relative relation between an event and a temporal expression, or between two events.
There is much research dealing with the temporal expressions and events. Extracting temporal expressions is a subtask of NER [7] and widely studied in many languages [14] . Normalizing temporal expressions is investigated in evaluation workshops [5] . Event semantics is investigated in the linguistics and AI fields [2] . However, research on temporal relation extraction is still limited. Temporal relation extraction includes the following issues: identifying events, anchoring an event in time, ordering events and reasoning with contextually underspecified temporal expressions. To extract temporal relations, several knowledge sources are necessary, such as tense and aspect of verbs, temporal adverbials, and world knowledge [14] .
Intuitively, ordering the events requires a temporal expression that can anchor events on a timeline. However, recent research ( [14] , [10] ) analyzes temporal relations depending on not only the temporal expressions but also other information such as a verb ontology in VerbOcean [6] and transitive rules. We calculate the distribution of the temporal phrases and verbs in Penn Chinese Treebank [15] . There are 6687 verbs and 998 temporal phrases (the phrase tag is "TMP") in PCTB. Only a part of verbs in an article have its own temporal expression (phrases), other verbs do not have direct temporal expression to anchor the verbs on a timeline. If we consider the verbs as the events in treebank, most of temporal relations are not between a temporal expression and an event, but between two events. To analyze the temporal relation between events that do not have its own temporal expression is necessary. Thus, we focus in analyzing the relation between two events.
In English, a temporal information tagged corpus, Timebank [16] , is available for introducing machine learning approaches to automatically extract and recognize temporal relation. In Chinese, some related research can extract temporal expression [11] . However, there is no publicly available resource for temporal information processing in Chinese. We aim to efficiently construct a temporal relation tagged corpus of Chinese for developing a temporal relation analyzer.
Temporal relation includes anchoring the relation from an event to a temporal expression, and ordering the relation between two events. Preceding researches [9] focused on the simple anchoring problem such as co-reference resolution between a temporal expression and an event. However, some events cannot be anchored on a timeline without ordering the events.
According to the distribution of the tags in Timebank (See Table 2 ), the number of events is more than the number of temporal expressions (TIMEX3). Therefore, for ordering the events, many events should share the same temporal expression or should be analyzed as the relation of event pairs without the temporal relation. We focus on the ordering relations in this paper. For extracting all existing temporal relations of event pairs, we need a corpus which is annotated all combinations of event pairs manually. This is not efficient. To extract the temporal relations of the event pairs efficiently, we suppose a dependency structure based method to annotate temporal relations manually and extend the relations by using transitive rules.
This paper presents a method to efficiently construct a temporal relation tagged corpus of Chinese. First, we propose use of dependency structure, which reduces manual effort. The dependency structure helps to detect subordinate structures of the sentence. Second, we investigate the distribution of temporal relations in Chinese. We tagged a small news article corpus both with limited event pairs in our criteria and all event pairs. We also investigate the coverage of the limited event pairs in our criteria. Third, we describe a guideline for corpus annotation. Our annotation guideline is based on TimeML [17] which is originally for English texts. Fourth, we survey the distribution of the temporal relations in our tagged corpus.
Background

English data --TimeML and TimeBank
TimeBank is a temporal information tagged corpus that includes full temporal information. The corpus is annotated by the TimeML standard. Table 1 lists the definition of the tags. "EVENT", "TIMEX3" and "SIGNAL" tags in TimeML mark up the temporal entities such as events and temporal expressions. Link tags annotate the temporal relations between entities. The definitions of temporal relations with the tag "TLINK" are based on Allen's [1] temporal relations. The tag "SLINK" and "ALINK" annotate the relations between a main event and its subordinate event. Whereas the tag "ALINK" describes an aspectual relation, the tag "SLINK" describes a subordinate relation without explicit aspectual meaning.
Adjacent links in TimeBank
TimeBank 1.2 1 contains 183 articles with just over 61,000 non-punctuation tokens. We investigate the distribution of temporal tags as shown in Table 2 . TimeBank includes 9615 links (TLINK, SLINK, and ALINK). Of them, 4053 links are the relation between adjacent entity pairs 2 . According to the distribution, if we are able to recognize more adjacent relations correctly, we expect that adjacent pairs and pairs that are extended by transitive rules cover more than 50% of the total relations in the corpus. To recognize the adjacent links of events, we only annotate all event pairs that are adjacent (the adjacent pair means the focus event and its linear preceding event).
Additionally, we can find that about 50% of the links in adjacent links is SLINK. The tag "SLINK" means a subordinate relation between events but not a temporal relation. This observation gives us the idea 1 http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/ 2 The tag "TLINK" includes the temporal relations between document time and other temporal entities in an article, and includes the temporal relations between two matrix verb events of different sentences. 
Links on the dependency structure
Since the majority of adjacent links are the subordinate relation, we cannot analyze the temporal relations between contiguous pairs of matrix verb events without analyzing the subordinate relations, namely dependency structure. For calculating the distribution of links in TimeBank by using dependency structure, we parse the articles in TimeBank to the dependency structure and estimate the number of the head-modifier relations that are SLINK or ALINK. We use a POS-tagger "TnT" [3] to tag the sentences and use an MST parser [12] to parse the sentence to dependency structures. The "Head-modifier links" row in Table 2 shows the number of each type of links that is a head-modifier relation. Seventy-three percent of S/ALINKs (SLINK +ALINK) in TimeBank are headmodifier relations. This shows that the dependency structure can be used to extract most S/ALINKs in English articles. Similar empirical observation exists in Chinese; most of the subordinate relations between events in Chinese Treebank can be extracted by analyzing the syntactic structure. Our corpus criteria deal with the subordinate relations and extract more meaningful relations by using dependency analysis.
Researchers show that the syntactic information is useful for temporal information extraction. [10] . We use the dependency structure for extracting temporal relation. The reason is that dependency structures are simpler and more comprehensible than phrase structures. The dependency grammar is composed of asymmetric head-modifier (governor-dependent) relations between words. We focus on the relation of the event pairs; the dependency structure can describe the semantic relation between events clearly. The subordinate relation can be described by the dependency structure. Therefore the dependency structure analysis is necessary for extracting the temporal relation.
Strategy of Chinese temporal information annotation
We define an annotation guideline for developing a Chinese temporal relation tagged corpus. The guideline is based on TimeML. Annotating full temporal information on a newswire text requires much human effort and cost. TimeBank includes all possible temporal relations between two entities. To reduce human effort, we introduce several constraints for the original TimeML.
First, we limit the definition of the "EVENT" to verbs. According to the TimeML guideline for English, events can be verbs, nominalizations, adjectives, predicative clauses or prepositional phrases. However, to recognize a nominalization is an event or not is difficult. For example, a nominalization " (telephone)" could mean a telephone machine in the example " (I bought a telephone)", and could mean a telephone call in the example " …(In the telephone call, he said…)." A similar nominalization could mean a machine or an event in different context. Similar as the example, the semantic role of most aforementioned entities (nominalizations, adjectives, predicative clauses and prepositional phrases) is ambiguous in the morphological analysis and the meaning of entities is dependent on the contexts. It is difficult to recognize events from all aforementioned entities except for verbs. Therefore, we only regard verbs as events in our research. Second, we focus on three types of limited links in the complete graph. The first one is adjacent event pairs. The second and third types are head-modifier event pairs and sibling event pairs in the dependency tree representation of a sentence. In Section 2.2 and 2.3, we presented that most of the temporal relations between events are in these three types in English. We expect that these three types of links in Chinese are more important than other links. In the next section, we describe these three types of links in the Chinese corpus in detail. Section 5 presents how these three types of links cover small corpora in which all pair-wise relations are annotated. Section 6 describes a temporal information annotation guideline for Chinese, which we newly introduced. Section 7 shows the distribution of tags in our corpus.
The temporal relation annotation based on dependency structure
We only annotate the temporal relation between events by verbs. When an article includes n events, we need to annotate nC2 event pairs. It is less certain that a long distance event pair has a temporal relation because most long distance event pairs have no direct relation. Annotating all event pairs is inefficient; therefore we want to use less human effort to extract more meaningful relations. Thus, we annotate the following event pairs: 1. adjacent event pairs in the document, 2. the head-modifier event pairs in a dependency structure, 3. the sibling event pairs in a dependency structure. After extracting the temporal relations from the dependency structure, we adopt transitive rules to extend the relations.
Adjacent event pairs
An example phrase " (To stop providing funds that were prepared by financial bond, and to prosecute...) in Figure 1 has four events: " (stop)", " (provide)", " (prepare)" and " (prosecute)". The temporal order of these events is shown in the lower part of Figure 1 . The two events " (stop)" and " (prosecute)" occur at the same time. The event "
(stop)" terminates the event "
(provide)". The event " (prepare)" occurs before the event " (provide)". Therefore, we can get six meaningful temporal relations from this example, and the relations are listed in Figure 1 .
The linear adjacent pairs of these events are { -,
-, -}, and we can extract the temporal relation of these events and extend the relations by using transitive rules. However, the relation of adjacent event pair "
-" is not useful information for readers because the event " (prepare)" is a subordinate event of the event " (provide)." The temporal relation between events " (stop)" and " (prosecute)" is more useful than the relation between events " (prepare)" and " (prosecute)" because events " (stop)" and " (prosecute)" are coordinate events. It should be noted that the subordinate relations do not include temporal relation in TimeML. However, our empirical observation finds that many subordinate event pairs can include temporal relations, such as the two events " (prepare)" and " (provide)". Our criteria require annotators to recognize the temporal relation of subordinate event pairs as much as they can.
In this example, a native annotator can understand the temporal relation between " (prepare)" and " (prosecute)" is "before". However, many event pairs similar to this example do not have an explicit temporal relation. Either in this case, the cognitive process by which the native reader understands the relation of the event pair " (prepare)" and " (prosecute)" is as follows. First, the event " (prepare)" occurs before the event "
(provide)", and the event " (provide)" occurs before the event "
(stop)". Second, the two events " (stop)" and "
(prosecute)" are coordinated and occur at the same time. Therefore, the event " (prepare)" should occur before the event "
(prosecute)". To analyze this kind of event pairs (" (prepare)" and " (prosecute)"), we should consider not only the adjacent observation of events but also the syntactic 
The head-modifier and sibling event pair on dependency structure
The reason that we adopt the dependency structure to extract the temporal relation is that the dependency structure can describe the head-modifier relation between words. We define the verbs as the events and we only focus on the relation between verbs in a dependency structure. The dependency structure of the example sentence in Figure 1 is illustrated in Figure 2 , the upper arrows on words point to their head word.
According to our empirical observation in the Penn Chinese Treebank, many sentences in it include more than one verb. Many of the verbs modify another verb in a dependency structure and can be regarded as subordinate events. Therefore, to annotate the temporal relation of these head-modifier event pairs is just as important as of the adjacent pairs.
The punctuation "‚" usually be used in the semantic ending of a sentence in Chinese. To distinguish the meaning of the punctuation mark "‚" is difficult. The average length of sentences in the Penn Chinese Treebank is 27 words. Therefore a sentence in treebank could include several clauses which denote independent events. Although the definition of a Chinese "sentence" is ambiguous, we recognize that a sentence is ended by the punctuation " " (a full stop). For extracting the temporal relations of the event pairs between different clauses in a similar sentence, it is necessary to analyze the relations of sibling event pairs.
In the example sentence, the event " (prepare)" modified the event " (provide)", and the event " (provide)" modified the event " (stop)". We can determine these head-modifier event pairs as subordinate relations. For the event " (prosecute)", the most important information is the relation between the event pair " (stop)" and " (prosecute)" because this event pair is a coordinated event pair. We define the event pairs that share a head event as a sibling event pair. The coordinated event pair " (stop)" and " (prosecute)" is defined as a sibling event pair.
In our corpus, we annotate the temporal relation of all head-modifier event pairs and the sibling events according to the dependency structure of the sentence except the adjacent event pairs, and annotate the subordinate relation of the head-modifier event pairs (if it is subordinate pair). After annotating these relation tags, we use transitive rules, such as: if event A occurs before event B and event B occurs before event C, then event A occurs before event C", to extend the temporal relations.
The below of Figure 2 describes the tagging process of our method. After extracting the temporal relations of adjacent event pairs, head-modifier event pairs and sibling event pairs, using transitive rules can acquire new relations "{ , , RTR(after)}, { , , RTR(before)}." We do not need analyze all possible event pairs and can acquire many useful temporal relations by our method.
Coverage of the limited links
Before we annotate the corpus, we should evaluate the coverage of our supposed criteria. We investigate a small corpus to observe the performance of our criteria.
As we describe in Section 4, for n events in an article, nC2 relations that should be considered 3 . We can compare the relations of all pairs of events and the relations extracted by our criteria to observe the coverage of our criteria. However, it is difficult to annotate the temporal relations of all event pairs. For example, if an article contains 50 events, there are 1225 event pairs (50C2). We cannot compare two methods in a large corpus because the annotation cost is huge. Therefore, we select 30 articles and only use the first two paragraphs of each article to make our survey data. The small corpus includes 429 events and 3092 tokens.
We annotate the small corpus manually both by extracting all event pairs and by using our criteria. After annotating by our criteria, we use simple transitive rules, which are shown in Table 3 , to extend the relations. For example, if two temporal relations "Event A occurs during Event B" and "Event B occurs before Event C" are extracted, we can infer a new relation "Event A occurs during Event C". In preceding research [14] , the transitive rules could adopt some syntactic or semantic features 4 of the event pair to extend more transitive rules. For using syntactic / semantic feature, it needs experimental linguistic knowledge to make an induction. In this paper, we use simple transitive rules that only adopt the unambiguous relations and without syntactic / semantic feature.
For observing the coverage of different method, we survey four methods to extract temporal relations. The methods are: 1. Using relations of adjacent event pairs, head-modifier event pairs and sibling event pairs, then to extending the relations by transitive rules (The column "RA+RH+RS" in Table 4 ). 2. Only using the relations of adjacent event pairs with transitive rules (The column "RA" in Table 4 ). 3. Using the relations of head-modifier event pairs and sibling event pairs with transitive rules (The column "RH+RS" in Table 4 ). 4. Using three kinds of event pairs without transitive rules (The column "w/o transitive rules" in Table 4 ).
For experimental convenience, we reduce the nine classes of temporal relations to five classes. The classes {after, overlap_by, begun_by} are reduced to the class "after" and the classes {before, overlap, ended_by} are reduced to the class "before." According to our annotator's experience, these classes are ambiguous in many event pairs; therefore we group the classes to reduce the ambiguity. Table 4 describes the distribution and coverage of our proposed methods. We regard the relations of all event pairs as the gold standard (the row "All event combinations") and we compare the result of our method with the gold standard. The row "Recall" shows the coverage of each method and the row "Precision" shows the accuracy of our method.
The last column shows the case of using our criteria to extract temporal relations without using transitive rules. The row "Extend event pair relations by using transitive rules" in this column indicates the total amount of events that are extracted by our criteria. It should be noted that an adjacent event pair could be also a sibling event pair or a head-modifier event pair, therefore the number of the relations that we extract by our criteria is not equal to the total number of the three kinds of relation types (RA+RH+RS > Total event pairs).
Intuitively, the combination of events must include all relations that could be extracted. The relations that we extract by our criteria must be included in the gold standard. However, the "Extend event relations by using transitive rules" row of the "Without transitive rules" is not 100% included in all combination of events (The "Recall" is less than 1). This performance of recall can be thought as the limit of tagging consistency when the annotators are working independent. One reason of this observation is that the annotator does not consider any syntactic structure in annotating the event combination. Because this small data group was annotated by an annotator but not completed in one day, the annotator does not remember the viewpoint before. The intuitive reorganization of event relations could be inconsistent with the dependency structure. This observation indicates the difficulty of constructing a corpus consistently. To retain the consistency in our full corpus, we should repeat the annotation and check the data by a different annotator.
According our results, the precision of using "RH+RS" with transitive rules is better than only using "RA" with rules. The hypothesis in Section 4 is confirmed in the result. The head-modifier event pairs can extract many important relations that the adjacent event pair cannot extract. The recall row shows the coverage of our method. Although we use three types of event pairs and transitive rules, only the 49% relations of the gold standard can be extracted. One reason is that we only consider the absolute transitive rules. We can add more transitive rules that consider other syntactic or semantic information of events to extend the relations.
The corpus annotation guideline
We use dependency structure to construct a temporal relation annotated corpus based on Penn Chinese Treebank. The annotators are required to tag the temporal attributes and the temporal relations of events. We describe the corpus annotation guideline in this section and survey the distribution of our corpus in the next section.
Basic data
To recognize the subordinate event pairs and headmodifier event pairs, we needed a dependency parsed corpus. We used the Penn Chinese Treebank [15] as the original data. However, the Penn Chinese Treebank does not include the modifier-head relations, so we translated phrase structures to dependency structures by using head rules [4] . The head rules decide a head word of each level of phrases in the phrase structure, and then the phrase structure becomes a dependency tree. We annotated a part of the Penn Chinese Treebank. Our corpus contains 151 Chinese news articles with 7239 events and 49691 tokens.
Data format and Temporal relation
We define an event as the one expressed by a verb in our guideline, and verbs can be identified according to the POS tag of the treebank automatically. We annotate the temporal attributes of events and the three types of temporal relations (adjacent event pairs, headmodifier event pairs and sibling event pairs). The annotator decides the most appropriate tag for each event. Figure 3 shows the attribute windows that annotators use. The right side window shows the morphological information and the dependency information of a word, and the definition of these attributes is described in Table 5 . All of these attributes are analyzed automatically. Annotators should refer to the right side window in Figure 3 to annotate the attributes of an event. For example, for analyzing the temporal relation between a sibling event pair, the annotator should refer to both the attribute "ancestorverb" and the attribute "depth" to decide the relation. If two events have similar ancestor verbs and have similar depth, this event pair is a sibling event pair and the annotator should decide the temporal relation of this event pair.
The left side window in Figure 3 shows attributes of the focus event. Table 6 describes attributes of an event.
The attributes of an event roughly include three parts: the information of the main verb in this event, properties of the event (E-dynamic, E-period, and Etelicity) and temporal relations with another event (Rellinear-preceding, Rel-tree-preceding and Rel-treeancestor). The information of a main verb is acquired from the attributes of the word automatically and is also used to annotate other tags. Annotators should decide the appropriate selection for the attributes of properties and temporal relations.
Properties of an event are the temporal characteristics of event; these characteristics roughly correspond to the classifications of verbs in [8] . These properties can describe the verb classification of Vendlar [18] or other classification by the combination of the binary values. It includes telicity, dynamic characteristic and occurrence period of a verb. Although some thesauri contain a part of these properties in verb, there is no publicly available resource that dose so. Additionally, the properties could be changed in different contexts; we cannot annotate the properties automatically before the manual annotation. We require annotators not to classify events to several verb classes directly but instead select three binary attributes (E-dynamic, E-period and E-telicity).
The temporal relation tags correspond to the relations that we describe in Section 3 (including adjacent event pairs, head-modifier event pairs and sibling event pairs). The possible temporal relations are shown in Figure 4 , which compares our guideline to TimeML and Allen's definition [1] . Our definition of temporal relations is based on TimeML language and Allen's research. In Figure 4 , EVENT 1 is the focus event and EVENT 2 is the related event.
The tag "Sub-ord" means the subordinate relation between a head-modifier event pair, and we refer to TimeML to define the subordinate relations. The definition of subordinate relations is described in Table  7 . TimeML includes another link tag "ALINK" to annotate the aspectual relations. We do not distinguish SLINK and ALINK and designate these two kinds of relations as the tag "Sub-ord". We assume that any subordinate relation could include a temporal relation that is extracted by the annotator. Because the temporal relations include the aspectual relations (such as BEGUN_BY and END_BY); the annotators can annotate the temporal relation between a sub-ordinate event and its head event to cover the SLINK and ALINK.
All attributes that are described in this section can be used as features for machine learning in the future. We will use the tagged data to train a machine learning model for analyzing the temporal relation automatically. A machine learning-based classifier detects the temporal properties of events. Thus, a machine learning-based relation extractor annotates the four relation tags using the properties as features.
The corpus distribution
The Penn Chinese Treebank 5.0 contains 507,222 tokens, 18,782 sentences, and 890 articles. We will automatically analyze these attributes in the future, but we need a manually tagged training data to construct machine learning models. We use a part of the Penn Chinese TreeBank (about 10%) to construct a basic data set. Because the inconsistency of the larger corpus could exist in this annotated corpus, we could not train it to get machine learning models before we repeat the annotating work. Some results of the training data on hand are summarized in Table 8 . Because the temporal relations have more than ten types, we only show the top four relations and only show the total number of subordinate relations. Considering the tag "Rel-linear-preceding (adjacent event pairs)", the relation classes "After / simultaneous / before" are the most possible relation of adjacent event pairs. Because we request the annotators to annotate the temporal relations as possible, they used much world knowledge and the information in other parts of the article. Therefore the class "unknown" in tag "Rel-linear-preceding" is infrequent. The relation class "none" of the tag "Rel-tree-preceding (sibling event pairs)" means the focus event does not have any sibling event because events in similar sentences are structured as a hierarchy structure and there are few events that modify same head events. Therefore, most events are singletons of their head events. In the tag "Rel-tree-ancestor (head-modifier event pairs)," the root event of the dependency structure does not have a head event and the correct selection of the tag "Reltree-ancestor" in this case should be "none". In the tag "sub-ord (subordinate relation)," most types of subordinate relation are explanations; therefore, we only show the total number of subordinates in the data.
Conclusion and Future direction
This research focuses on an annotation guideline of a temporal relation tagged corpus of Chinese. The guideline is based on the TimeML language but we also use dependency structure information to acquire more meaningful temporal relations and to reduce manual effort. We define events as those expressed by verbs and define three types of links for event pairs. These types (adjacent event pair, head-modifier event pair and sibling event pair) include most meaningful information, and we extend these relations by using transitive rules.
We survey the coverage of our method with a small corpus. The result shows that our method can cover about 49% of temporal relations of events. Although we cannot achieve sufficient coverage at the moment, we expect that extension of our transitive rules can extract more temporal relations. Although the events can be identified automatically, the working time required for each article is more that 50 minutes in our annotation work. We will use the machine learning method to annotate the temporal relations. We annotated a part of the Penn Chinese Treebank by our criteria and we will train it after that we reduce the inconsistency of our data in the future.
